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About This Game

2004's Half-Life 2 was a landmark for PC gaming and the First Person Shooter, setting the standard for immersion, animation,
and physics-based play for years.
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Make Half-Life 2 shine again. 12 (?) GB for a mod that appearantly just changes the lightning is a littlebit too much imho.. Half
Life 2 is the best PC of all time. The only game that could top it, would be Half Life 1. This update is the perfect way to
experience the game again.. Well they don't make games like this anymore do they? Half Life 2 is one of the best games ever
made didn't feature a minimap or any hand holding or any waypoints showing you where to go and it had AI that was
u2665u2665u2665u2665ing ruthless against you. Game developers should go back and play the classics like Half Life, Doom,
Quake, Goldeneye, even the original Call Of Duty. Because now we have games that are all the same they feature hand
holding,u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665AI (ghost recon wildlands) XP progression systems and even
u2665u2665u2665u2665ing XRAY VISION. Half Life, Doom and any other game from this era didn't feature any of
thatu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665you basically got told what to do and you was left to it. This is what Half Life 2
was all about no cutscenes, brillant story and AI that actually challenged you. Great game, shame we don't have more that are
better than the same oldu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665that we have now. What has the gaming industry come to?
How did we go from Doom, Quake, Goldeneye and Half Life to the games we have today which are the same old
buggyu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665that require day one patches and dlc to finish a game off.. while i prefer the
cinimatic mod by fake factory due to it making way bigger improvements in comparing the lighting graphics and textures this is
still pretty good if you hate the long needless hours it takes to mod half life these days.. Really good game, a lot of fun to play, i
recomend this game to anyone, its an old classic. A must have mod for half life 2 fans. I just started my playthrough of HL2
with this graphical update and don't get the negative reviews. I have played HL2 several times and this looks like a very tasteful
update of the game without turning into someone it never was or wanted to be. Think of it like an old house with a fresh coat of
paint, new windows, new doors, but still with the charme of the original building. This update doesn't try to turn it into a modern
square building. Nothing of what I've seen looks out of place like it is often the case when modders go too far by traing to turn
old games into what they think they could look like and then they screw up the art of the original. People who can't see the
difference either don't start it correctly, have never played HL2 or need to get their eyes checked. It has been years since I last
played HL2 and even I notice the differences. So, unless this update breaks the game later on, I give it my full endorsement and
would recommend it to everyone wanting to play HL2 with a little polish. EDIT: Found the game breaking bug for me. This
mod is cut for German players even if you have the uncut HL2. So, I have to take back my recommendation for German
players.. Pros:- Visuals Bug fixes Cons:- Community commentary mode, who the u2665u2665u2665u2665 wants to listen to
youtube gaming"celebrities"? Plebs thats' who.
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